STYLISH NOTEBOOK SPEAKERS

The size SP610 is a perfect size for your desktop and the speakers generate extremely powerful music playback. Despite their tiny size they produce an amazingly loud bass effect.

The interaction between the GPX-4 Semi-Alu Drivers and the Pdb-Z Bass Radiators produces outstanding Treble and Bass.

Speakers generate perfect & reliable audio for Notebooks & Netbooks.

High-Quality Acoustic Design - the acoustic design of the rounded cavity minimizes stationery waves inside the box to achieve audio purity.

Aluminum Stand
The speakers produce powerful music generating severe vibration. The aluminum stand of the SP610 completely absorbs all the vibration from speaker units, providing a firm bass effect and eliminates all disturbance to the sound.

FEATURES
- Modern Curvaceous Design
- High-Quality Sound
- Mini 3D Dynamic Bass
- Volume Control

SPECIFICATIONS

**Speaker:**
- Dimension: 88*66*75mm
- Material: Aluminum & Composite materials
- Weight: 496 g
- Sensitivity: 89 dB +/- 3
- Signal to Noise Ratio: 60 dB
- Frequency Response: 60-20K Hz
- Rated Power: 2.5 w
- Maximum Input Power: 5 w

**Cable:**
- Cable Connection: 1 x USB
- Power Cable, 1 x Stereo Line
- Cable Length: 1200 mm
- Connector: 3.5 mm Stereo